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CHALLENGE
The PUFFER’s (Pop-Up Flat Folding Explorer Robot) concept addresses
the challenge of developing robotic mobility in space exploration. The
PUFFER challenge was to design a micro-rover capable of surviving the harsh
environments of deep space while also being able to collapse and fold into more
compact forms that will fit into small areas for detailed photographs and surface
analysis.
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copper traces to pass over
repeated cycles. The original
materials used for the joints
were not compatible with
current PCB manufacturing

The original PUFFER prototype before working with
Pioneer Circuits for the new hinge technology.
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processes, and the PUFFER
was only able to withstand 1000 test cycles, a very conservative number for a Mars
application.
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SOLUTION

NASA’s JPL is the leader in
United

Pioneer Circuits, through concurrent engineering, found the material and
developed a high-temperature woven fabric “hinge” technology that is compatible
with PCB rigid-flex manufacturing. The rigid-flex circuit technology is integrated
into a highly reliable, composite structure that is the first origami micro-rover
configuration ever developed.
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To make the technology possible, Pioneer Circuits developed new bonding
and process capabilities that would be compatible with this unique challenge.
Integration of the high-temperature woven material as a layer in the PCB stack

Mars Environment in JPL’s Mars
Exploration missions.

up allowed the mechanical and electrical functions to overcome limitations of
typical polyimide builds. Using the material as a hinge would make the PUFFER
more reliable and able to
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A close-up of Pioneer Circuits and JPL’S “hinge”
technology with woven fabric.
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work with JPL on the

The PUFFER collapsible micro-
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It is meant to be a compact rover
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The flat a final folded version of the PUFFER
collapsible micro-rover.

collapsing capability allows

bodies

such

camera to focus for microanalysis. This “Game Changing” development will give
NASA and JPL a less-expensive opportunity to explore the surfaces of space that
were never before reached.
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